solution profile – medical housing component

FULL SPEED

AHEAD

Unique spin-stack tool and new
manufacturing process slash per-part cost
by 48.9%, decrease lead times by 57.8%.

THE ONE to turn your manufacturing
challenges into business solutions

AND THEN IT HITS YOU…
To successfully transition from prototype runs to full-scale production,
you need a different manufacturing partner.

THE SITUATION
A leading, global medical device manufacturer had a problem. It was challenged to profitably meet growing
demand for its pressure sensor wire, which measures blood pressure and flow in arteries during vital cardiac
procedures. Bridge tooling used to manufacture the device housing in the initial program phases required a
labor-intensive process, which was costly and hindered mission-critical production goals.

The path to success called for:
A highly reliable production tool capable of meeting a five-fold increase in production.
A dramatic reduction in the cost per part to hit profitability targets and achieve a competitive advantage.
Process efficiencies to save production time, ensure speed-to-market and eliminate waste.
Streamlined production of five additional components for the same device to keep pace with escalating demand.

THE DEFINING MOMENT After quantifying the market opportunity for the product, the medical device
manufacturer was ready to ramp up production. However, its current partner would not be able to create
effective production tooling – so the manufacturer turned to MMD Medical.

A CLOSER LOOK
Current Process Breakdown – The initial two-step process involved injection molding, followed by
overmolding using a complex, manual pick-out process. Compounding the problem, the current supplier sourced
materials from Europe. The approach resulted in:
Production shortfalls – As production
volumes continued to increase, the bridge
tooling drove unnecessary and costly
complications due to tool unreliability.

High cost per-part – The time-intensive,
two-step process drove up costs and
generated material waste.

Lengthy lead times – Sourcing
all component materials from multiple
suppliers in Europe further slowed
lead times.

Solving the Manufacturing Challenge – MMD Medical moved quickly to reserve production capacity,
using bridge tooling to meet current demand while simultaneously developing a long-term solution.
Insights gained from using the bridge tool were leveraged and MMD Medical tapped its deep Design for
Manufacturability (DFM) experience. The result: a radically different, multi-pronged approach.
A spin-stack tool automated the otherwise labor-intensive process
while preserving the part’s functionality. The tool allows the machine
to first inject a small shot of material followed by a second, larger
shot of material – eliminating the complex pick-out process.

Sourcing component materials and colorants from a single U.S.
supplier – rather than relying on multiple European suppliers –
effectively simplified and shortened the supply chain and
material delivery times.

THE MMD
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Proof of Concept:

Supplier Collaboration:

MMD Medical leveraged the
bridge tooling to develop
a hypothesis that the best
solution was a process
involving a multi-cavity
spin-stack tool and hot
runner system.

MMD Medical collaborated
with a partner that specializes
in spin-stack tool design.
This resulted in a reliable
production tool with minimal
design changes.

Design for
Manufacturability:

Validation and
Approvals Management:

Demonstrated early on how
the spin-stack tool and new
method allowed for ease of
manufacturability of parts
at lowest possible cost with
shortest lead time.

The tool was tested and
validated through the IQ/OQ/
PQ validation process.

ACHIEVING BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

REDUCED PER-PART COST

SHORTENED LEAD TIMES

ACCELERATED PRODUCTION

Price per housing dropped from
$1.92 to $0.98 per part.

Time to deliver all six parts slashed
from 9.5 weeks to 4 weeks.

Housing output climbed from
78 parts to 266 parts per hour.

nM
MD’s cross-functional team leveraged expertise in project

The MMD

Factor

MMD Medical effectively met short-term
production goals – and introduced a
long-term solution that saved significant
costs and greatly increased speed-to-market.

management and engineering; spin-stack tool engineering and
design; two-shot, multi-cavity injection molding and over-molding;
materials sourcing; and more.

nA
n investment in upfront engineering empowered the team to

evaluate the challenge from every angle to produce the most
efficient, reliable and repeatable process. The team validated the
capabilities of the solution at every phase – far ahead of production.

nR
ecognizing the importance of commitment, MMD Medical

invested $500,000 in a two-shot injection molding machine to
mold this specific part.

ONGOING

INNOVATION

After introducing the solution, MMD Medical continued to play a key role in production of the
device component – even as the manufacturer shifted production to Central America. MMD Medical
managed process revisions, providing support for the customer through FDA approvals – while
maintaining on-time delivery. Moving forward, the MMD Medical was able to:

Continue to expand its spin-stack molding
competencies and capabilities – adding to its
advanced technologies expertise.
Leverage optimized manufacturing processes
and procurement strategies to further
streamline customer supply chains.
Build a stronger long-term customer relationship,
adding value and giving the customer an ongoing
competitive advantage.
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